# Religious Wars Review

## French Civil Wars
- Gallican
- Treaty of Cateaux-Cambresis
- Guise
- Francis II
- Henry III
- St. Bartholomew's Day Massacre
- Duke of Sully
- Politique

## Catholic Crusade
- Hapsburg division (Charles V)
- Jesuits
- Philip II
- Ottoman Turks
- Netherlands Revolt

## Netherlands Revolt
- Low Countries
- Council of Troubles (Blood)
- Duke Alva
- Dikes
- Pacification of Ghent
- English involvement
- Treaty of Westphalia

## 30 Years War
- Frederick III of Palatinate
- Bohemian Period
- Emperor Ferdinand, king of Bohemia
- Battle of White Mountain
- Private Armies
- Wallenstein
- Edict of Restitution
- Cardinal Richelieu
- Wallenstein's execution
- Treaty of Westphalia

## Other odds and ends
- Council of Trent
- Peace of Augsburg
- Machiavellian personalities
- Use of the idea of *politique*
- Evolution of conflict from religion to politics
- Effects of the Wars of Religion
- Examples of monarchial power centralization (moving toward absolutism)
- Awareness of how England was less 'centralized' than France
- Awareness of the continued political fragmentation of the HRE
- The rise and fall of Hapsburg dominance
- Rise of new dynasties (England and France)
- Examples of the lack of Papal influence

## Keywords
- Huguenot
- Bourbon
- Chatillon
- Charles IX
- Henry IV of Navarre
- "Paris is Worth a Mass"
- Louis XIII
- Concordat of Bologna
- Valois
- Catherine de Medici
- Henry II
- Hapsburgs
- Edict of Nantes
- Cardinal Richelieu
- Reconquista
- Spanish Inquisition
- Heresy
- New World
- Mediterranean Wars
- Don John
- Annexation of Portugal
- Spanish Armada
- Stadholder
- Compromise of 1564
- Inquisition
- Sea Beggars
- Spanish Fury
- Antwerp
- Union of Utrecht
- Union of Arras
- French attempt at intervention
- United Provinces
- Spanish Netherlands
- Electors
- Ferdinand of Styria
- Defenestration of Prague
- Bavarian aid
- Saxony
- Winter King
- Breaking of the Peace of Augsburg
- Danish Period
- Christian IV
- Swedish Period
- Gustavus Adolphus
- Battle of Breitenfeld
- Battle of Lutzen
- Swedish-French Period
- Destruction